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Abstract
Design and preliminary
performance of a compact
electron standing-wave
linac of 5.5 MeV energy and 60
mA pulse beam current are given.
The accelerating
guides are
a tunable maenetron through a 3
The RF drive system is designed
stabilization
coefficient
up to

An off-axis
ring
the second linac

coupling cell structure
is used for
design (Fig. lb).’
The measured values

fed with RF power from
dB hybrid junction.
to provide a frequency
15.

Two versions of the accelerating
system with
different
coupling cells have been investigated.

ttttt
Standing wave electron
linacs are widely used in
radiogra hy, radiotherapy
and for industrial
applications, 1-J They differ
from conventional
traveling
wave linacs in the design of the accelerating
structure
and the RF driver system.
Biperiodic
structures
are
used for acceleration
and RF power is fed into accelerating guides from magnetron type generators,
On the basis of existing
design, an RF driver
system with a 3 dB hybrid junction was chosen. ThiS
system was developed for two different
linac designs.
cou ling
One has accelerating
guides with off-axis
cells,
the other with on-axis coupling cells. f:
Isolation
is needed if accelerating
guides are fed
from magnetrons.
For this purpose ferrite
isolators
or
circulators
are usually used. Significant
insertion
loss, rather large dimensions and poor reliability
make
them a poor choice for this application,
however.

Fig.

lb.

A type 06 bipehiodic accek’enatori, with
06(-a& h&g coupk%g cell%.

of shunt impedances for these structures
are correspondingly 61 MR/m and 68 MO/m at a frequency of 2800
MHz and coupling coefficients
of 0.025 and 0.05.
The
structure
employing on-axis coupling cells has smaller
transverse dimensions which makes it easier to provide
external
electromagnetic
focussing.
Moreover, this
structure
is less complicated to fabricate
and tune.
Block diagrams of the two accelerator
systems with
3 dB hybrid junction
driver systems are shown in Figs.
2a and 2b. The first
system has been designed for a

In the chosen RF driver system the accelerating
structure
consists of two identical
guides, which are
connected to the output ports of a 3 dB hybrid junction.
The hybrid steers reflected
power from the accelerator
guides into a separate dummy load so the magnetron
appears to be isolated.
The main advantages of this
RF drive system are design compactness, small RF power
loss and good operating reliability.
Setting of the hybrid junction
coupling value
slightly
over 3 dB enables the magnetron frequency
and power to follow changes in accelerating
guide
parameters due to the beam loading, heating,
etc.
By this method a decrease in long term and interpulse
frequency fluctuations
by 15-20 times is obtainede5s6
Theoretical
and experimental
done for different
biperiodic
slow
The choice has been made in favor
cell structure
for the first
linac

Fig. la.

acctiendting
coupling cellh .

Biiptiodic

research has been
wave structures.
of an on-axis coupled
design (Fig. la).

type , with on-ad

Fig.

2a.

Stim!ing-Nave Linac blocb diagm: fhmeguide tinac with vtiab.te enetrgq.

Fig. 2b. Standing-wave tinac b.tock diagtram:
tie-guide. tinac.
1 - e&cthon gun; 2 - buncha guide; 3,4 - accelehating guidti; 5 - ,$octiing co&; 6 - pha e c~h&teh;
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7 - 3 dB hybtid juntion;
8 - di/retiona.!.
load; 10 - tientih;
12- vacuum pump; 13- RF window.

9 - d&&paC.ng

coup&h;
11 -

tnagnethon;

is fixed
current of 60 mA. The second structure
energy, 6.2 MeV, and has a beam current of 50 mA.
Both linacs are fed with 1.2 MWRF peak power.

produce a magnetic field of 1200 gauss. The third
coil placed at the second regular guide provides a
magnetic field of 800 gauss. Vacuum of a few times
10e7 Torr was maintained in the accelerator
by an ion
Pump. Two ceramic wave-guide windows separate the
accelerator
vacuum system from the RF system.
Preliminary
tests of the variable
energy standing
The energy-time
wave linac have been completed.
dependence over the RF pulse duration is shown in
of field energy
Fig. 4a. Figure 4b shows oscillograms
built up with and without beam loading.
The RF power-driver
supply system provided stable
excitation
with the magnetron at operating
frequency
within the energy
range of 1.5 to 5 MeV. In the 1 to
1.5 MeV range the guide resonant frequency shift due
to beam loading resulted
in an input RF power decrease,
This effect could be corrected by retuning the
magnetron frequency.
Electron efficiency
of the
accelerator
could be made as high as 50% by increasing
the beam loading.

Fig. 3, C&ctiated
linac.

pcvrame;tm 06 cltinding wave

P.kW

Figure 3 shows calculated
electron energy (W) vs.
input RF power (P), beam current (I), and phase slip
between the electron bunches and RF field in the first
This data is valid for the accelerregular guide (4).
ator shown in Fig. 2a. This accelerator
has a separate
buncher guide fed through an 8 dB directional
coupler.
Energy variation
is obtained by varying the phase
slip $ with a phase shifter
and RF power P with an
attenuator.

Fig. 4. Ob6emed wave,jom dOh the three-guide
L&XC.
A - man enetlgy dependence on
i%ne OWA.RF p&e.
8 - &ield entigy
build-up in accelerating guide ( lowet
cutve, with beamIoadingI .

The linac shown in Fig. 2b has a bunching section
incorporated
into the first
guide, so this linac is
guide consists of two graded
more compact, The first
The overall
$PU, and six 8PU = 1 accelerating
cells.
length of the accelerating
system is 76 cm.
The variable
energy linac consists of a buncher
three accelerating
cells and two regular guides
seven accelerating
cells each. Its overal 1 length
is 86 cm.

with
with

The relative
detuning of the guides in the ~/2
mode should not exceed 0.1 MHz to secure designed
fields
in the guides and stable magnetron operation.
Moreover, the value of guide detuning in the neighboring two modes should not exceed 0.2 to 0.5 MHz. In
different
operating regimes these
tolerances
are
40 kV
controlled
by a thermostabilization
system.
diode type guns with
either dispenser or direct heating
The focusing
cathodes were used as electron injectors.
system consists of three coils wound with
aluminum foil.
Two of them were placed near the huncher guide and
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